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i; i SUMMARY !

::,, :, An existing empirical analysis relating to the reorientation of liquids

:_: i in cylindrical tanks due to propulsive settling in a low-gravity environment

, : was extended to include the effects of geyser formation in the Weber num- -.
i

) i J

, _ ber range from 4 to 10. Predicted liquid reorientation times and liquid
t_

:,_ leading edge conditions compared favorably with experimental results ob-
1
I tained from previously unpublished data. Estimates of the minimum ve-

• i locity increment required to be imposed on the propellant tank to achieve

i liquid reorientation were made. The resulting Bond numbers, based on

_i: tank radius, were found to be in the range from 3 to 5, depending upon the

_:" initial liquid fill level, with higher Bond numbers required for higher ini-

,:,'"_. _ tial fill levels. The resulting Weber numbers, based on tank radius and
; !ili::

_' c_ the velocity of the liquid leading edge, were calculated to be in the range
" , :_ from 6.5 to 8.5 for cylindrical tanks having a fineness ratio of 2 0, with

' _i;_: Weber numbers of somewhat greater values for longer cylindrical tanks.

i ,,::, It therefore appeared to be advantageous to allow small geysers to form

} and then dissipate into the surface of the collected liquid in order to

.i ' ' achieve the minimum velocity increment.

, The Bond numbers which defined the separation between regions in [

which geyser formation did and did not occur due to propulsive seltling in

.., a spherical t,-mk configuration ranged from 2 to 9 depending _i_ ,n ihe liquid

\:': fill level.
i "

:_ INTRODUCTION

1 (' For space vehicles using liquid propellants, the problem of position-

:_,., ing the propellant over the outlet of the tank in a low-gravity environment,

• _:; prior to the start of outflow, continues to be an area of concern There

• i _'; appear to be at least three liquid propellant management techniques that

_, !! might be utilized de_ending on the specific mission of the space vehicle._ One technique that might be utilized for lhe tanks of a propellqnt resupply _,

/ vehicle, where liquid outflow over a lon_ period of time under zero-gravity

!ii
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or very low-gravity conditions is required, would be the use of either a cora-

l plete screen liner or multiple screen channels (e.g., ref. 1). A second tech-

l nique that might be utilized for a propulsion stage (or module) would be the

use of a start basket located over the tank outlet, such as proposed in refer- l
ence 2 for the Centaur vehicle. Although the use of a start basket looks

Ii promising for situations where a large number of engine restarts in space

is required, there are still some areas of uncertainty when a start basket is

proposed for use with a cryogenic liquid. These are primarily due to the

possibility of heat leaks into the basket drying out the wicking screens which
J

maintain liquid within the basket between periods of outflow.

One alternate technique to the use of a start basket for cryogenic propel-

lants may be to reorient (or position) the liquid over the tank outlet by means

• of propulsive settling. This would also free the tmlk vent of liquid so that

i venting of vapor could occur. Propulsivt. settling most often involves the use

!" t;' of small auxiliary thrusters to reorient the propellant by providing a low-
'i gravity acceleration in the direction of the main engine thrust. In order for

the propulsive settling technique to be competitive on a weight basis with the

I _ start basket technique, the propellant usage and other weight penalties must

be minimized. This cazl be accomplished by providing only the required ac-
i celeration to the space vehicle for an optimum period of time (i. e. , by pro- [

viding a minimum velocity increment) so that the propellm_t is reoriented

over the t_nk outlet without initiating may vapor entrainment, excessive gey-

: sering, ol- other unwanted fluid motion.
• Efforts to experimentally determine the liquid reorientation cha_racter-

, istics within propellant tanks were reported in references 3 ,'rod 4 for cylin-

drical tank configurations azld in reference 5 for spherical tm_k config-ura-

' tions. Liquid reorientation was generally achieved by imposing a constant,
, _;

_: Iow-leveI acceleration on the tank, starting from a weightless condition,::,

!_i The primaz'y purpose of this report is to extend the empirical mmlysis by

i including additional data obtained from the original motion pict'ure data films
for cylindrical tanks presented in reference 4, so that (1) the total liquid

!

• reorientation time could be estimated for a given low-level taz_kaccelera- _
¢:. tion, and (2) the required vehicle acceleration and propellan! reomentation

.. , t , , , i I .. , , ,
...... _ . _ . _ l-. _ _ '
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. :ii:i time could be optimized to obtain the minimum auxiliary thruster propellant
usage (i. e., the minimum velocity increment imparted to the space vehicle}

, ,_ by allowing some geyser formation to occur. No equivalent analysis exists

for a spherical tank config-uration. However, a secondary purpose of this

_ report is to present data from the motion picture films for the test results '

for spherical tanks reported in reference 5 to indicate the Bond numbers I
b i_: where geysering of the liquid begins to occur.

The work presented herein was intended to be a preliminary effort in t

_i: examining (1) the liquid reorientation ch_.racteristics for both cylindrical .!
_ "' and spherical tank contigurations, and (2) the potential advantages to be I

• {

, gained by using either a constant low-level tank acceleration or an inter- ,}
, mittent higher-level tank acceleration. In this preliminary effort, no ex-

., perimental data generated from recent drop tests was obtained.
, .:¢-

,, :: SYMBOLS

" /seaa acceleration, cm 2

"" 2,-- Bo Bond number, aTR /,3

FL ratio of liquid volume to tank volume, v l/v T

" FR fineness ratio, tank leng_:h/tank diameter

l length, cm

R radius, cm

t tin]e, see

, V velocity, cm/see
I

1 VL instantaneous liquid leading edge velocity at convergence of tmtk
/

bottom ) cnl / sea
tI

VL instantaneous liquid leading edge velocity at intersection between

I cylindrical ,and spherical portions of tmtk, era/see

',_ v volume, cm 3

number, (V_) 2 R <,_We Weber T

............. , 9-78021464--



"i i_ specific surface tension, _/(, cm3/sec 2
liquid density, g/cm3

cr liquid surface tension, dynes/cm

A increment

Subscripts:

c cylind :.r w

i initial distance liquid leading edge must travel along cylindrical

section of tank during reorientation
1

j distance liquid film must travel along cylindrical section of tank

wall after reorientation to reach flat liquid/vapor interface j

L leading edge

1 liquid

0 ullage

T tank

t total

1-5 reorientation phase f

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE \
\

The experimental apparal'us was described in detail in references 4 and 5.

The experimental tests were conducted in a 2.2 second zero-gravity drop

tower facility. The initial acceleration on the experiment package as a result

of air drag was kept below 10 -5 g by allowing the package to fall freely inside

a protective drag shield. This allowed the formation of a highly-curved

liquid-vapor interface representing the initial zero-gravity conditions as noted

in figure 1. A low-level acceleration was then imposed on the experiment

package by means of a cold-gas thruster to reorient the liquid to the opposite

',_ end of the tank. The magnitude of the reorientation acceleration r_mged from ,

approximately 0. 005 to 0.1 g. All data were recorded photographically, and

L
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, I time measurements were obtained by viewing a precision sweep clock with

a calibrated accuracy of approximately _0.01 second.

_,, The liquids and test tanks employed in the experimental investigation

were, in general, representative of the properties and tank geometries of

typical liquid-propellant systems. The physical properties of the liquids

used are noted in table I. All liquids were mmlytic reagent grade and ex-

' hibited static contact angles very near 0° on the tank surfaces. The basic

test tmtk configurations were:

_t (1) cylindrical tanks with convex hemispherical ends. The tank radii

! ranged from 1.65 to 3.22 centimeters (0.65 to 1.27 in. ), and the hneness

, ratios (total length to diameter ratios) ranged from 2, 14 to 4,

:, (2) spherical tanks. The tank radii ranged from 2.43 to 3.06 centi-

; _ meters (0.96 to 1.23 in.), [

l Cylindrical Tank Configuration

'4 ' A summm-y of the test conditions for the cylindrical tank confikmrationJ •

i . (convex bottomed tmaks, ref. 4) is shown in table 1I. The liquid fill levels
! (FL)for thesetestsranged from 0.29 to 0.83. The Bond numbers result- f

ing from the applied tank acceleration levels ranged from 3.0 to 6.7.!
:, In each of the experimental tests the low-level tmlk acceleration was

\: applied to provide the propulsive reorientation of the liquid to the opposite
end of the tmlk where the outlet was assumed to be located (fig, 2(a)). The

' acceleration was applied at approximately the time that the liquid-vapor m-

. terrace at the taJtk longitudinal centerline made its first pass through the

,I , norm',d 0-g equilibrium location. The applied acceleration initiated the

_: flow of a film of liquid along the wall of the tank. The characteristic ve-

,_'_ locity (VL) and acceleration (a L) of the leading edge of the liqmd film as

{_: well as the velocity of the vapor ull_e bubble (V 0 ) as noted in figure 2(b)
}1 have been characterized previously (ref. 4).

{rl

[
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"_ Thc basic scqucncc of events occurring during the reorientation process

are shown in figure 3. The _eading edge of the liquid film moved toward the

bottom of the tank at a rate deiined by the acceleration (a L) while the vapor
ullage bubble moved toward the top of the tank at a relatively constant velocity

(V0 ). Once the leading edge of the liquid film impinged on the bottom of the
T

tank with velocity VL, the liquid began to collect in the bottom of the tm_k.

• If the velocity of the leading edge (VL) was sufficiently large (as defined by
the Weber number criteria (We > 4), ref. 4)), a geyser started to form al-

most as soon as the liquid began to collect. Assuming that the Weber number

(We :: (V_) 2 RT/_J) was not too large (We /_ 10, for example), the axial pro-
gression of the geyser slowed and then regressed so that the geyser would

dissipate into the surface of the collected liquid While the liquid collected

at the bottom of the tank, the ullage bubble reached the top of the tank, and

the liquid film started to clear from the tank wall. The tot_ time required

to reorient the liquid was then considered to be the sum of either t 1 + t 2 +

t 3 or t 4 + ts, whichever value was larger. The technique used for calcula-
ting the time for each phase of the reorientation process is given in appen-

dix A. In general, the time for each phase was written in terms of the final
!

leading edge velocity (VL) , the tank geometry and the fill level (FL) The f
leading edge velocity was determined by the value of the Weber number that i

was considered. The Weber number also defined the severity of the _eyser-

\ing that was to be considered. The applied tank acceleration required to
produce the specified reorientation characteristics was then calculated Th_

listing of a relatively simple computer program to provide the vamous cal-

culations required is given in appendix B.

A comparison of the measured and calculated leading edge parameters

as well as the times required for each phase in the reorientation process to

occur is shown in table III. The agreement between measured and calculated

values is generally good. Discrepancies of any significance were probably

due to the failure to achieve a quiescent 0-g liquid-vapor interfa :e prior to

t

i
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! the initiation of thrusting. Difficulties in locating the loading edge and m
I

• t reading the scale placed alongside the _ank due to tile motion picture camcra

I being improperly focused also contributed to tile uncertainty of some of tilt,

I measured values, hi mmw cases where tile measured values are not shown,

Ir the available drop time was not sufficient to complete tile liquid reorientatmn)
, pl'OCOSS. Equation (All) ill appendix A, which was used to predict the tinlp re-

qui:'ed for a sm_fll or moderate sized geyser to forln mid dissipate into tile ,

liquid surface, was based on the measured results from tests 1, 5, mid 7.

In all other tests where a geyser was formed, the available drop time did

i not allow observation of tile complete formation mid dissipation of the geyser

Also, the available drop time did not allow fox" a definitive observation of the
I

lime required for tile liquid film to clem" from tile tmlk wall once the ullage

_ bubble had reached the top of the tmlk. Therefore equation (A19) in appen r

dix A represented only a crude approximation, at best, of this phase. More

"_ ,'m:tlysis supported by experimental testing would be nocossm3' to provide a

!', better estimate of the time required.

The characteristics of the formation and dissipation of it small geyser

aa-e shown ill figuros 4 mid 5 for tests 1 and 5, respectively. The ,,e,'ser for-:.-, ? l

marion started almost immediately a.fter tile leading edge had reached the bot-

tom of the tmlk and before much liquid had accumulated as cml be lie)ted ill
figures 4(a) mid 5(a). Tile geysers formed rapidly aJld then dissipated into tile

I-1.

" surface of the collected liquid Mtera relatively short period of tilnc. There I

:] wits no indication of turbulent liquid motion or sm_dl bul)ble formation during 1
t \• tills period of time. In both cases, the Weber nUlllbof calculated for these

I somewhat thml 4. The faired through the data were
tests was greater curves

used to determine the geyser tip velocities relative to the tmlk as shown ill

I figures 4(b) and 5(b). In both cases, the geyser tip velocities were tnltially. very high in tile upward (positive) direction, mid then exhibited an S-shaped
curve as tile geyser tip reached its maximum height mid then settled into the

_t_ surface of the collected liquid. Tile velocities of tile surface of the collected
|

:i;-1 liquid immediately _ffter tile geyser had dissipated were approximately twite

\ 'i? i the calculated vapor ullage lmbble velocities (V 0 1.60 ,rod 2 64 centtmeters ,
'_;_7i per second (0.63 m_d 1.04 in see) for tests 1 mid 5, respectively) This may

X!

l t' I ' ' ' , f II t t I : ! ! ' t I _ i
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have indicated, perhaps, that the liquid reurientation flow process had not

reached a steady state condition prior to the end of the drop.

Since it appeared that the empirical model presented in appendix A pro-.

i * vided a reasonably good estimate of the time required to reorient the liquid

" t it was then of interest to optimize the acceleration levels to be applied to the

tank so that the liquid would be reoriented with a minimum velocity increment

(AV = aft). The results of a series of calculations for a 3.22 centimeter
(1.27 in. ) radius tank are shown in figure 6 for a range of liquid specific sur-

face tension from 11.8 to 40.9 cubic centimeters per second squared (0 72 to

2.50 in3/sec2). The results indicated that it was desirable to apply an accel-

eration level to the tank so as to allow a small geyser to form (i. e., the min-

imum velocity increment occurred for a Weber number slightly greater

than 4). The geyser would then have been dissipated into the surface of the

collected liquid prior to the time that the liquid film cleared from the tank

wall. As the liquid fill level was increased, the applied acceleration and

Weber number could be increased because of the increased time required

for the ullage bubble to reach the top of the tank. The minimum velocity in-

crement for a given fill level occurred at the same Bond number egardless

i. of the value of the liquid specific surface tension.

It should be noted that, at the mininmm velocity increment, the I:ot:al re-

orientation time was generally defined by tt = t4 + t 5 as is shown in table IV
for the same conditions noted in fig'ure 6(a), for example The calculated

time (t 5) for the liquid film to clear from the tank wall was a substantial por-
tion ef the total reorientati(,," time. Since this calculation was also the weak-

' est link in the empirical model presented in appendix A, a better definition of

,l this phase of the reorientation process is a necessity for future work. The

total reorientation time tended to be relatively insensitive to the liquid fill

level. The resulting values of Weber number for the minimum velocity-

increment reo,'ientation varied between 6.5 and 8.5.t
The minimum velocity increment is plotted as a function of the hquid fill

level (FL) in figure 7 for the three values of liquid specific surface iensi,,n _
considered previously in figure 6. The minimum velocity incremenl required

: to reorient the liquid increased with specific surface tension and als() w_th hll
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level up to a fill level of 0.60. For fill levels of 0.60 :uld grealov for a tank

with a fineness ratio of 2.0, the liquid would most likely wet the elltll'(, tank

wall in a 0-g environment. In this case, the values of t 1 and t2 fl)l" lho

reorientation process would be zero (its noted in the sample output of the toni- "

puter progr,un, appendix B), ;rod the nlinimuni velocity incrolllonl renlaillod at

a relatively constimt value for each value of specific surface tension. In the

calculations, however, it was assumed that a pseudo leading edge was still
t

present so that a leading edge velocity (V L) and acceleration (a L) could still
tt

be defined by means of equations (A5) and (A6) in appendix A where V L 0.

This assumption, to(), needs to be analyzed further and then supported by

experimental testing.

The velocity iiicl'emeut as a function of I3ond numlier is sh()wn in fig-

ure 8 for a smaller t:ulk radius (R T 2.0 centimeters (0.79 in)) than that

considered in fihnares 6 mid '7. The resulting nlininlunl velocity incronlont i

is shown in figure 9 where it is conipared with that of the 3.22 centlilleler s

(1.2'7 in) radius tm_k. It cml be seen ttmt increasing the t_uik radius results i

in a decrease ill the niininlunl velocity increment required to reorient the [

liquid. !

The velocity inerenlent for increasingly longer cylindric,d tanks having l
7

a radius of 3.22 centiineters (1.27 in) aald a fineness ratios of 3.0 and 4.0 i

is shown ill figm'es 10(a) aald (b), respectively. Conip;la'ulg figxire It(a) along
f

with figxires 10(a) iuid (b), it c_ul be soon lhat the niininluill velocity incro-

nleill occurred at higher values of the Weber lmnlber as the fineness i'aiio

increased (i. e. , the severity of the gex.'Sel'illg could lie illc l'easod llo('ause of t
/

the longer tinles required for the ull_,tg'e bubble to reach the lop of the tank \

:is the lmlk length was increased, tlence, there was a lol:h,.l" ilnlo available

for geyser growth :laid dissipation into the Sul'face tif the collected liquid )

Tile niilfinlunl velocity inerenmnt is plotted as a function of fill level for

, fineness ratios of 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 in figxu'e 11. As the finem'ss ratio wlis

increased, the lnininlunl velocity inorenlenl required it) reorlt, nt the liquid

also increased for rely given liquid fill level.

The required Bond numbei" at which the mmiiuutu velocity illcrcmt,i_t

occurred is showll a_: :l function t)l"the fill lovt, l in fig-uro 12 fiir all of the i
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data previously calculated and presented in figures 6, 8, and 10. For a fine-

hess ratio of 2.0, a single curve was obtained for all values uf the liquid spe-

cific surface tensior, and tank radius considered. For the increasingly longer

tanks considered (FR = 3.0 and 4.0), the data fell in the shaded areas adjacent

to the curve for FR = 2.0. The data were displaced slightly from the curve in

a random manner. This may have been just a problem with the.)teration tech-

I_ nique for calculating the required tank acceleration at a given Weber number

i foi- all values of fill level plus a slight geometry eifect for fill levels g: eaterthan0.60. Ingeneral,Bond numbers h,therange from 3 to 5, dependingon

thefilllevel,were requiredfor minimum velocity-incrementreorientationof

i the liquid.
A calculation of the velocity increment required to reorient liquid hydro-

gen in a 200 centimeter (6.56 ft) radius tank having a hneness ratio _;f 2 0 was

conducted to gain an insight of the propulsive reorientation reqnirements for a

more representative size propellant tank. The selection of this size was ar-
-!

bitrary and was not representative of any particular space vehicle. The re-

sults of the calc,,.fl'ation are shown in figure 13. The reorientation times and

the acceleration levels required to provide the minimum velocity increment

i over a range ef fill levels are noted in table V. The minimum velocity-

increment reorientation would require acceleration levels of 0. 0015 to 0.0022

centimeters per second squared (4.9×10 -5 to 7.2"<10 -5 ft/sec 2) for a period

from 35.9 to 39.2 minutes. The values of the minimum velocity incl'ement

required ranged from 3.28 to 5.23 centimeters per second (0. 108 to 0. 172

ft/sec). It should be noted that these required acceleration levels are ex-

tremely small, ranging from 1.5_:10 "6 to 2.2:<10 "6 g. Depending upon the

orbital altitude of the spacecraft, these accelerations may be about the same
,l
, order of magnitude as the normal atmospheric drag. Therefore depending

' upon the attitude of the spacecraft during the reorientaiion process, it may

be necessary to increase the thruster size simply to overcome some compo-

i nent of the atmospheric drag in addition to the thrust required to reormnt the

,_:, propellant

,'t I"_'_;'('_t'%r'_ .A • _ •
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Spherical Tank Configuration

The test conditions for the drop tower tests conducted with a spherical

tank configuration and reported in reference 5 m'e noted in tables VI and VI1

for initially curved and initially flat liquid-vapor interface confla'urati'.ms,

respectively. The tests for the initially curved interfa,'e were conducted by

allowing a short period of time under 0-g conditions for the interface to

achieve a curvature approximating the normal 0-g equilibriu., confi_mra-

tion with a centrally located ullage bubble before applying a low level acce}-

eration to the tank to reorient the liquid. 'rhe tests for the initially flat i_-

terrace were conducted by firing the thruster prior to the time that the ex- i

pertinent package was released for the drop. The thrus_r then pruvided a

low level acceleration continuously during the drop to reorient the liquid

Under both types of test conditions, geysers were observed to form dulillg i
1

some of the tests as noted in tables VI and VII, A small geyser was arbi- t
t

trarily defined to be limited in growth to a maximum height of approximately _,

one-third of tim tank radius or less. A moderate to _evere geyser was at- 1
bitrarily defined to have a maximun_ height greater than one-third of the t'a.nk

radius, with the distinction between moderate and severe being somewhat

subjective.

An empirical model to describe the liquid reorientation process fl)r a
L

spherical tank undergoing a constant low-level acceleration in a m_mner 1

similar to that for a cylindricttl tank as presented in appendix A does not

exist. However, it was possible to define the r,'mge of Bond numbers where

a geyser would or would not occur from the data presented in tables VI and

VII. Extrapolation of this data, which is plotted in figure 14, indicated that

the m_txinmm Bond number for which no geyser formation would be expoclcd

to occur ranged from approximately 2 to 9 over the range of fill levels

0 - FL , 1.0. Increasing the Bond numbers to approximately 4 to 11 over

the same range of fill levels appeared to define the boundaa'v beiweea small

;rod moderate to severe geyser form:ltions, although the data wa.q admittedly '_

limited to just a few data points.

1978021464-0'
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,_ CONC LUDING RE MARKS

The inform:':.i..n presented herein l epresente" oniy ml initial l:;ok _tl the'

characteristics of liquid reorientation in a low gravity environment by mt,a_ts

of propulsive settling. Problem areas that were already pointed out as necd-

ing furt her investigation included:

1. Determination of the parameters affecting the growth and disstpaticm

of geysers in both cylindrical and spherical tanks.

2. Determination of the time requL'ed to cleat" the liquid film from the

:" tank wall after the bulk liquid has been reoriented in both cylindrical and

spt':_ric_d tanks.

• 1" .3. Determination of tile udage bubble rise velocity in cvltl}61_t'ical tanksI

fox" cases where the tm_k is nearly full mid the ulla_.,,e bubble diameiev is

much smaller thm_ the tmlk dimueter, i

"_ 4. Determination ot the p:u'ameters governing the basic liquid reorienta-

, tion process ill sl;imrical tanks st, that the minimum velocit.v 1,1Cl'OlllOllt_ l'O-

quired may be calculated.

Iu additioa, it would 'also be of interest to develop am analytic_d model that

would _llow chm'acterization of the liquid reorientation l)rocess during inter-

mittent propulsive settling (intermittent thrusting). This techmque IIl tV t_ffer

::ome advant_.w, es over ttle use t)f continut)us thrusting.

And finzfllv, it is necessary to develop experimental techmquo_ ,rod to>t

facilities to verify ;malyses usiag' reasonably sized test tanks :rod ttllt_wlllg

times sufficiently long to obsel-vo tile complete re¢>rientatlon pl-tWoss. \

_UMMAI/Y OF ItESULTS
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_:: experimental data were obtained from a reexamination of the data films orig-&_

'i _ _i inally obtained for the experimental investigations reported by Salzman,
_ Labus, and Masica in references 4 and 5. The following conclusions were
!_ reached: ]
_': .o

_:-_ 1. The empirical analysis predicted liquid ]eading edge conditions and

,_..... eorientation times which compared favorably with those determined experi-

>; mentally for cylindrical tank configurations wl_ere data were available. The

_:-_:: time for small geysers to form and dissipate into the collected liquid surface

,: was characterized. The time required to remove the residual liquid film

:: _ remaining on the tank wall once t/'e ullage bubble reached the forward end of 1the tank was characterized in a rough-order-of-magnitude sense. Unfor- :

tunately, very little experimental data was available concerning this phase

_. of the liquid reorim,tation process, even though a considerable portion of .!
_: the total required reorientation time was attributed to it.

2 Calculations of the minimum velocity increment required to be im-

p: posed on a cylindric_ propellant tank for reorientation of the liquid to occur

: indicated that Bond numbers in the range from 3 to 5, depending upon the

•! _ liquid fill level, were required. Bond numbers appeared to be independent :

of the fineness ratio of the tank. The resulting Weber numbers for the liquid
_: leading edge at the minimum velocity increment conditions (based on tank , ,

_: radius and instantaneous liquid leading edge velocity at the tank bottom) wer_ ' '
l

_: calculated to be in the range from 6.5 to 8.5 for _ylindrical tanks having a " \

\_:: fineness ratio of 2.0. It, therefore, appeared to be advantageous to allow a

_: small geyser to form as long as it regressed and dissipated into the surface

_ of the collected liquid prior to the time that the residual liquid fihn cleared, from the tank wall. Somewhat higher values of the Weber number (i. e.,
_ more severe geysering) were calculated for longer (FR " 2)

cylindri cal tanks.

__: somewhat_ 3. The Bond numbers for a spherical tank configuration which defined
_, the separation between regions in which geyser formations would and would

'_ _[ not occur due to propulsive _ettling were extrapolated from available data _
and appeared to be in the range from 2 to 9 depending upon the liquid fill

level.

t

I i _I_L I
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f':iAPPENDIX A

i ,

ESTIMATE OF LIQUID REORIENTATION TIME FOR A i:;
I
!.

CYLINDRICAL TANK CONFIGURATION

The fineness ratio for a cylindrical propellant tank having hemispher-

ical ends (fig. l(a)) was defined as the ratio of the total length to the dimn-

• eter, or:

2RT +/c
I}_ FR - (AI)

_ 2RT 1
:_' The volume of the tank is then: t

i t3 T

: = R - 2_R (A2) '

For a partially filled propellant tank, the length (li) of the cylindrical
section of the wall that the leading edge of the liquid must travel (fig. 203)) \must then be determined. Assuming that the liquid fill level (FL) of the

propellant tank is given, tile length (li) can be determined from:

l i = " nR _, _" _R .I

i
' ' ' I _ , l T ! ,-, t '

L,

lifl,t....... , ..... _ , _. .... ,, ,_...... - _ i, I ..................................... ,
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-_ , i!" It is desired to reorient the liquid from one end of the tank to the other '.:

by applying a constant low-level acceleration to the propellant tank in the z
/

direction noted in figure l(b). In order to minimize the resulting velocity .,L

i " '_ increment imposed on the tank, it is necessary to expend only the amount

:_! of energy required to reorient the propellant without creating vapor entrain- _:

ment, excessive geysering, or other unwanted fluid motions. The presence

of any of these conditions indicates that excess energy has already been im-

parted to the liquid, and that even more energy will have to be exper, ded by

the settling thrusters to finally settle the liquid to a relatively quiescent

_!i condition.

_,: Previous work conducted and reported in reference 4 indicated that a

: _; Weber number criteria may be utilized to describe conditions of liquid i
_I :_ motion within the propellant tank where excessive geysering of the liquid

can be avoided. The Weber number was defined as:

!:

,":',_ (VL )2RT
We - (A4)

,t T

where VL is the velocity of the liquid impinging on the bottom of the tm_
l of the longitudinal centerline. Once the value of the Weber number has beent

... givenwhich limitsthedisturbancesimposed on the liquid,the velocity(VL}
then assumes a specificvalue

' =(We'_ 1/2 (A5)
I v,,

") I The velocity of the leading edge of the liquid at the cylinder/sphere 'Iintersection of the tank was further defined in reference 4 as-

:i
21

_L TI 1/2 "'
VL = V )2 _2aLR (A6) ,'

't
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_. : ,, Assuming that the leading edge acceleration is constant, the velocity
' (VL) can also be written as:

i _ V_ -- (2aL/i)l/2 (A7)i'

Substituting equation (A7) into equation (A6) results in an expression

i for the leading edge acceleration that is dependent only on the initially

specified velocity VL and the tank/liquid geometry:

(VL)2
aL = (A8) '

2(l i + R T)

•i The time required for the liquid leading edge to flow over the distance .
•_i : (/i) to the cylinder/sphere tank intersection can then be determined from:

!! tl-VL21/2(ll)l/2

a L - V' (/i) + RT (A9)L

The additional time for the liquid to flow from the cylinder/sphere {:talk f
intersection to the bottom of the tank can be given by:: I

Y _I k

i

: t2 - VL - VL
_: aL-2

2(l i + RT) l i _

° VL + RT ,] (A10)

t q t ! '
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For the cases where the liquid fill level in the tank was sufficiently

large such that the calculated value of l i (eq. (A3)) was negative it was

. _ assumed that the liquid wetted the entire tank surface and values for t 1
i and t 2 would then be zero., J

For the case'_ where the Weber number was greater than 4, but less

than 20, drop tower films indicated that a geyser would form and then

disappear into the liquid collectirg at the bottom of the tank (ref. 4). The

geyser formation started almost mmediately after the leading edge of the

liquid reached the bottom of the t_mk. The time required for the geyser

_ to form and then disappear was assuaned to be a function of both the Bond
number and Weber number. From the limited data available, it appeared

that the fr'llowing empirical equation would predict the required time •

( 11"t 3 = 0.0516BoWe (All)
\j3 j

The time required for the ullage bubble to reach the top of the tank

was described by:

Z - l*

t4_ c 1 for l i>0 (A12)
V0

Noting that:

1 )1/2V0 = (3----_ aLRT (A13)

from reference 4, equation (A12} caa be rewritten:

i _ / _zi
[ t 4 = 2.76 C (A14)

L li _-RT j _,i
1

' ! _ I , ,, : , i P ' I
i I i I ,' : i I _ f
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For the cases where the tamk was relatively full, aa_d the calculatedt

_, value of l i < 0, the distance that the ullage bubble had to travel was cal-

t culated from: l 0 = 2(R T x FR - R 0) (A15) I!

where: t

t

1/3 3 v (1 - FL 1,/3 (A16) i
R0 :_ 3 v0 = T i

:iJ
The time for the ullage bubble to move to the top of the tank was then

determined from: ,
:}

l o
t 4 - (A17)

Vo

For the computational process, it was assumed that VL could be still f

described by equation (AS) mad that aL could be calculated from equa-

tion (A8) where l i = 0. The time for the ullage bubble to move to the top
of the tank was then calculated from: \

2_(R T _'FR) -R 03 (RT × FR) -R 0

t4 = = 5.51 V' (A18)

1 (VL)2 1/2 L

: 8 2RT

1978021464-019



Values of t 4 calculated in this manner probably become more and more

'1- subj ct to question for R 0 << R T. However this technique was used for lack
'_ of a more reliable method of calculating the ullage bubble velocity in a low

gravity environment. /

The time required for the liquid film on the tank wall to disperse once the i

ullage bubble had reached the top of the tank was calculated from:

/

lj + RT"_ (A19) ;

t5=2 V-;

where

:_ lj= _FR-I)-FL(FR-1)+II2R T

It was assumed that the liquid/vapor interface was essentially flat due to the •

ii applied acceleration during the reorientation process. This may or may not /

be true depending upon the level of the applied acceleration being considered. "

It should be noted, however, that equation (A19), at best, represents only an

estimate of the time required to disperse most of the liquid film. Equation t

(A19) has not been confirmed by any drop tower data due to the limited low-

gravity environment time available (ref. 4). Any refinement of the time re-

quired to disperse the liquid film will necessarily have to be the subject of 1further investigation.

t The total time required to reorient and settle the liquid in the bottom of

t: the propellant was taken as the greater time calculated from either"

i •

.! i tt = t I + t 2 + t 3 (A20)

't " or

i tt = t 4 + t 5 (A21) _

_ .-

' '' ' I ,: '_ J .... ' i i i I
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The tank acceleration required to reorient the liquid in the bot±om was

_" uetermined by an iterative process from the following equation (ref. 4): '

V0 = 0.48(aTRT)I/2 - _'_T; (A22)

-!

The velocity increment required to reorient the liquid was then determined }1

from"

AVT -- aTt t

J

The velocity increment is indicative of the propulsion system performance

required; the lower the AVT, the smaller is the amount of propellant re-

quired by the propulsion system assuming all other things are equal.

liii'

i , 1 , i _' l
r : ' --.t I ,, . I ! i

,....... _ ......................................................................................................................... '.2........
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OF POOJZQUAMT'L,
APPENDIX A

'i
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM TO ESTIMATE LIQUID

REORIENTATION TIME DUE TO PROPULSIVE SETTLING

_i IN A LOW GRAVITY ENVIRONMENT

i

¢

__ C PPOPULSIV[ SETTLING IN A tOW GRAVITY [NVIRONMFNT

" C COMPt_TER PR(_GPAM_.T_O_ ES_IIM&IF_I.')UID REOPIENTATION TIME FOR AC CONSTANT LOW-LEVEL THRUST
}-

C

C M :-NUMBER OF WEBER NUMBER AND A$SUM-ED ACCELERAIi()N LEVELS

C CONSIDERED

C

READ(S,P)M
2 FORMAT(Ib}

C

C N : hUMBER OF LIQUID FILL LEVELS TO BE CONSIDERED FOR EACH WEBER

£ NI:MPER
C

J:|

O IME _SI-ON FL()5)

REAI_-(S, 12IN
]2 FORVAT(Ib)

READ(r,lq)(FL(I!,I:I,N)

Ill FORMAT(FB.2) _
REAL LCtLItLJ

READ I._, IS )RT,FR ,B [
IS FORMATC_XF6-.'2J

C
C DEIERMI-N-[---i-A}w_V_O[UGE FROM PADIUS AND FINENESS RATIO lEO A2)

VI:IFP-(I.OI3.O) )*6.2_]lgtlRT_,W_3.Ol
LC:?.CeRT4, KFR-I ,0)

5 CON T I_UE

READI_,8)W( ,AT

8 FORMATI2F6.2I
¢

, C AT " aSSUMED (OR INITIAL) VALUE FOR TANK ACCELERATION
S:O, C'_l

I:l

----I(, CONTINUE
VL:V1_rL(I)

C

C D[I[RMIN_E_THE LOCATION OF THE INI[R_ECTION OF THE INITIAL O-G
C LIOUIF,/VAPOP INTERFAc[ WITH THE TANK WALL (EQ A3I

LI:¢ II,C-FL (I } le(rR-( I.OI3.O))-IZ.O,_II.O/3,OI)I$2,COI_T _
_ : IFCLI.LE.SIGO TO SO

C PREVIOUS STATFMFNT DETE_MINFS IF" FILL L(VFL IT SO LARGE THAT A

C SI&HERICAL ULLAGL BURBLE WILL EXIST AT EN) OF TANK

C

C DEiEN_'INATION-O(T--I_(--kb-R-I.-EADINS--E-r_G[--TO-MbVf-OISIANCE Ll TO

C I_I[R_ECIION BLTWFEN CYLINDRICA L SIDEWAll AND HEMISPH[RI(AL END OF
c IA_,K IEOS AS To A_ .......................
C ..........

'- - .._L 1 . i.... 1 ,
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TABLE I. - PROPERTIES OF TEST LIQUIDS

' Liquid Density at Surface tension gpecific surface

20 ° C at 20 ° C tension
I

_. (p), (o'), (,3),
-:. g/_m 3 dynes/cm cm3/sec 2

4"

Trichlorotrifluoroethane I. 58 18.6 II. 8

I_ Carbon tetrachloride 1.59 26.8 16.8

_ Ethanol, anhydrous .789 22.3 28.3

Methanol .793 22.6 28.5

:_ Ethanot, 20 percent a .973 39.8 40.9

aComposition by volume with distilled water.
7

i
|

)
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TABLE H. - SUMMAI:IY OF TEST CONDITIONS FOR TttE

CYLL'qDRICAL TANK CONFIGURATIONS

Test Timk ll-inene_s-] Test fluid Specificsurface FillI Tank Bond-]

radiusl ratxo I tension (,3), levellacceleration numoeri
(R), I (FR) [ cm 3 sec 2 (FL) I (aT), (Bo} I

cm sec 2

c m T r ic hior otr ifluoroethane '1 1.65 4 11.8 0.'/11 16.7 3.9 I

2 , Triehlorotrifluoroethane 11.8 .83 L 16.7 3.9 I
3 ' Ethanol, anhydrous 28.3 .81 I 36.3 3.5 I

4 ¢ [ Ethanol, 20 percent a 40.9 ,72 [ 45. 1 3.0 I

5 2 0 2.25 Eth;mol, anhydrous 28.3 .62 ] 29.4 4.2 I

6 [ Ethanol, ,anhydrous 28.3 .29 [ 29.4 4.2 '

7 I Methanol 28.5 .51 I 29.4 4. 1

8 Methanol 28.5 .33 ] 29.4 4.1

9 Carbon tetrachlortde 16.8 .38 ! 16.7 4.0

10 | Trlchlorotrifluoroethane 11.8 .77 11.8 4.0
i 1 _ Trichlorotrtfluoroethane 11.8 .45 11.8 4.0

12 3.22 ] 2. 14 Ethanol, anhydrous 28.3 .71 10.8 4.0

13 l ] t Ethanol, anhydrous 28.3 .45 I0.8 4.0 I

| Carbon tetrachloride 16.8 .39 I0.8 6. "/14
i15 _ Carbontetrachloride 16.8 .67 I0.8 i 6.'/i i

aComposition by volume with distilled water. \
%

, !
I
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i_. TABLE IV. " REORIENTATION TIME AND TANK ACCELERATION REQUI_ED FOR

'. LIQUID REORIENTATION WITH MINIMUM VELOCITy INCREMENTt,

_ __ [RT =3.22 cm; FR =2.0; 3= ll. Scm3/sec 2. l

FII: Time required for each _F-__d
.. leve phase of reorleatation, sec

(FL _ time / acceleratio n
t_2 -- _ (tt)' I (aT),_ numbe:tl t3 "4 I t5 (Bo) • velocity I numbe ,]

sec , cm/-sece tncrernent I 6re) I ,

-- ' cm/sec $ I "

j 0.10 2.71 0.74 ,91 0.9914.41 a5.44 3.88_ -- --_-.__.._/3.41 21.1 6.5 (

.20 2.1' .70 4,t 1.7213.6_ b5.41 4.27 3.75 23.1 7.5

• .30 1.6_ .70 83 2.32 13.1_ b5.49 4.64 4.08 25.5 8

: _ .40 1.22 .71 33 2.74[2.89 b5.43 5.14 4.52 27.9 8.5

.50 .77 .771 69 1.06]2.31 b5.3, _ 5.70 30.6 8.5
: .60 .00 .001 85 1.6412.2{] b5.84 5.75

, 5.01

• 70 .00 .001 .97_1.76 b5.73 [ 5.06 33.6 6.5

i!.; _ _ .00 _ b5.s6 32.8

bt t = t 4 5.

.I

:-I t
.t

I

:!

i

J ' t '1!! , t I t ' I '
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TABLE V. - REORIENTATION TIME AND TANK ACCELERATION REQUIRED FOR J

_ " i LIQUID REORIENTATION WITH MINIMUM VELOCITY INCREMENT

' _ [_T = 200cm; FR=2.0; fl= 17.6cm3/sec 2. _

_--'_'-'_------._- _ .---._..._._.___.

Fill Time required for each Reorientation Tank Bond Minlmur_ I weberlevel phase of reortentation rain time
_ acceleratio numbel _elocity!nttmbe

• (FL) I tl t2 t3 t4 t 5 (_)' (aT), (Bo) tacremem (We) :
, rata cm/sec 2 (_V),

_ _ cm/sec

% 18.6 4.9:12.9 6.6 29.4 a$6.4 0.00150 3.42 3.28 6.5 i

14.5 4.7 16.3 II.5 24.6 b36.1 .00165 3.75 3.58 7.5
11.2 4.7 18.9,15.5 21.2 b36.7 .00180 4.08 3,95 8 1
8.1 4.7 22.3 18.3 18.0 b36.3 ,00199 4.52

4.32 8.5 il
5.1 5.1 25.7 20.5 !15.4 b, 9 .00220 5.01 4.74 8.5
0.0 0.0 19.1 24.3 14.7 bq 0 .00220 5.05

26.511.8b36.3 _.11 / i;
29.3 8.8 bq 1 5.09 / _'i ir 33.35.9 b32 W

att = t I + t2 t 3. : _ "

: I
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' TABLE VI. - SUMMARY OF TEST CONDITIONS FOR INITIALLYr

CURVED LIQUID/VAPOR INTERFACE IN SPHERICAL TANK

Rt_ Tank Liquid Fil: Specific surface Bond Geyser
radius leve tension (/3), number formation

CRT), (FL cm3/sec 2 (Bo)
am

1 3.00 Ethanol 0.4C 28.3 3.1 None

' 2 J _ None

' 3 1 V 6.2 Small [
; 4 .50 3.I None

5 6.2 Smal!
}

i., 6 3.06 1 9.7 Moderate

: 7 Freon TF IF 11.8 23.3 Severe

8 Ethanol .60 28.3 3.2 None

! 9 _ None
' 10 V
J 6.5 Small

! 11 .70 3.2 None ,
I

' 12 _ 6.5 None

13 .80 3.2 None \

14 _ 6.5 None \15 2.62 .40 2.38 None

16 2.59 _ 4.65 None

17 .50 2.32 None

18 I _ 4.65 None

19 2.43 .40 2.04 None

20 i | .50 _ None

21 1 _ 4.09 None
22 .60 2.04 None

23 , _ t None '

...........x .............................................................. , ........ ,,, -................. ,,.,' ......................... 4
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, " TABLE VII. - SUMMARY OF TEST CONDFFIONS FOR INrrlALLY

FLAT LIQUID/VAPOR INTERFACE IN SPHERICAL TANK

Run Tank Liquid Fill Specific surface Bond Geyser
i_" radius level tension (_), number formation

t (1RT), (FL) cm3/sec 2 (Bo)
crn

:, l 3.06 Ethanol 0.30 28.3 1.62 None

,_ 2 _ 3.24_one l'
• _ "" 3 4.86 Small

"*..i i_ 4 i tr 6.49 Moderate

5 .40 1.62 None

Ii 6 3.24 None

7 4.86 Small

8 P 6.49 Small

9 ! .60 1.62 None

!, 11 4.66 None ,

L- f
I is i_ 8.40 sm_u
1 14 2.12 .30 1.56 None '

I

15 .40 Nc_m

16 .60 None :

t

17 .60 None

16 !P 'i .7o 'i i None
19 3.06 FreonTF .50 11.8 23.3 Severe

i

1 I _ * * * ' ____'q I t I
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' i (a) Positionprior to test drop. (hi Freefall tformation of ze )-gravity

_i : configuration).
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\

_- Icl Applicationof thrust flo_v-accelerationfield_, td) Position after test drop.

Figure1. - Schematicdrawingsho_ing sequentialpositionof experiment I_:ka_ and dragshield before,
_ during, and after test drop.
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(a)Geysertip location. (b) Geysertip velocity.

Figure 5. - Geysercharacteristics - test .5,RT =2.0 cm, 13= 28. 3 cm3/sec2, Bo : 4.2.
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Figure1. - Minimumvelocityincrementrequiredtore- -:
;" orientliquidswithvaryingspecificsurfacetension;

tankradius: 3.2Zcm, finenessratio- 2.O. . ,:
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sion o 11.8 cm'/sec%
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15 Supplementary Note_ 4

16 Ahstrav:t

An existing empirical analysis relating to the reorientation of liquids in cylindrical tanks due

"_ to propulsive settling in a low-gravity environment was extended to include the effects of

geyser formation in the Weber number range from 4 to 10. Predicted liquid reorientation
*f

times and liquid leading edge conditions comp:tred favorably with experimental results ob-

tained from previously unpublished data. Estimates of the minimum velocity increment re-

quired to be imposed on the propellant tank to achieve liquid reorientation were made. The

resulting Bond numt)ers, based on tank radius, were found to be in the r_mge from 3 to 5, de-

pending upon the initial liquid fill level, with higher Bond numbers required for higher initial

: _ill l_cls. The resulting Wel)er numbers, based on tank radius and tile velocity of tile liquid

leading edge, were calculated to be in the r:tn_le from 6.5 to 8.5 for cylindrical tanks having

a fineness ratio of 2.0, with Weber numhe,'s -f somewhat greater values for longer cylin-

drical tanks. It therefore appeared to I)e advantageous to allow small geysers to form and \
then dissipate into tile surface of tile collected liquid in order to achieve tile minimum velocity

increment. The Bond numbers which defined the separation between regions in which <e.vser

formation did and did not occur due to propulsive settling in it sl)herical tank config-uration

ranged from 2 to 9 depending upon the liquid fill level.
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